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RIVER CASUAL SOFA RRP $2,795.00 NZD

Environmentally responsible design and artisanship are 
essential beliefs at Kinnell & Posch to ensure we act 
responsibly towards our environment in creating enduring 
outdoor furniture collections.

THE RIVER COLLECTION

L78cm x D78cm x H68cmRIVER DAY CHAIR

RIVER CASUAL SETTING L200cm / L160cm x D78cm x H68cm

Luxuriously appointed and manufactured to last, the 
River Collection projects a sense of supreme comfort and 
streamlined simplicity. 

Being modular, you will be able to find a solution which is 
just right for most outdoor living requirements.

RIVER



Available exclusively 
through Kinnell & Posch, the 

River Collection allows the 
freedom to transform outdoor 

living spaces with supreme 
comfort and sophistication. 

CASUAL SOFA SETTING 

RRP $7,085.00 NZD

Compliment an outdoor 
lounge setting with the 
beautifully crafted outdoor 
dining table from the River 
Collection.

L200cm x W100cm x H76cm

RIVER DINING TABLE 



ZAPPdesign offers a 
differentiation of style 

with its aesthetics, 
well-proportioned 

properties & understated 
sophistication.

FLYING LAZY CHAIR 

RRP $2,995.00 NZD

SUMBA BENCH L146cm x D38cm x H38cm

Beauty over provocation, material purity 
over ostentatious embellishment and 
craftsmanship over machine made, the 
Sumba Bench is a simple and sophisticated 
furniture design piece. 

SUMBA BENCH



We share our online shop with like minded designers and 
brands who hold similar beliefs which blend and flow from 
modern, well proportioned, functional elements underlined by 
principles of harmony and simplicity.

GARPÚ BENCH RRP $2,195.00 NZD

ZAPPdesign

The Camburí Chair is the 
embodiment of our commitment 
to environmentally responsible 
design.

Woven from natural fibre, the 
shell-like body is generously 
proportioned to offer a distinctive, 
relaxed look.

CAMBURÍ CHAIR

L128cm x D122cm x H84cm

CAMBURÍ CHAIR



ZAPPdesign offers a 
differentiation of style 

with its aesthetics, 
well-proportioned 

properties & understated 
sophistication.

FLYING LAZY CHAIR 

RRP $2,995.00 NZD

L203cm x D80cm x H35cm SUN LOUNGER

EASY CHAIR W80cm x D98cm x H68cm

OTTOMAN W80cm x D62cm x H36cm

Named after artists Paul Klee and Wassily Kandinsky, 
the Kleek Collection draws inspiration from the modernist 
works of their namesakes.

Dynamic, modern and timeless, its pieces demonstrate 
that when straight lines are applied in flattering designs, 
the result is an art form of its own.

KLEEK
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KLEEK DINING TABLE & CHAIRS IN BLACK W100cm x D100cm x H75cm

The dining setting from Kleek is ideal for smaller spaces or to 
create a more intimate dining setting while delivering a dynamic, 
modern and timeless statement of design.

A great way of bringing a sense of originality and style to your 
outdoor living area. Your guests will be impressed.



We share our online shop with like minded designers and 
brands who hold similar beliefs which blend and flow from 
modern, well proportioned, functional elements underlined by 
principles of harmony and simplicity.

GARPÚ BENCH RRP $2,195.00 NZD

ZAPPdesign

If you have an outdoor pool or a sea view, 
this elegant sun lounger will fit in very well 
within your outdoor living area. 

At 1.2m wide, the piece is more of a day bed 
where the large sweeping curve which 
embodies the design of this most influential 
collection, is simply a work of art.

FLYING

FLYING SUN LOUNGER L174cm x W120cm x H55cm
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